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ABSTRACT 

In Wireless Sensors Networks (WSN) based application, a large number of sensor devices must be 

deployed. Energy efficiency and network lifetime are the two most challenging issues in WSN. As a 

consequence, the main goal is to reduce the overall energy consumption using clustering protocols which 

have to ensure reliability and connectivity in large-scale WSN. This work presents a new clustering and 

routing algorithm based on the properties of the sensor networks. The main goal of this work is to extend 

the network lifetime via charge equilibration in the WSN. According to many errors with sensing devices 

and to have greater data accuracy, we use a quorum mechanism. The proposed algorithms are evaluated 

widely and the results are compared with related works. The experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm provides an effective improvement in terms of energy consumption, data accuracy and network 

lifetime. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) contains groups of interconnected devices with energy-

constrained, low processing power and limited wireless communication capabilities [1]. These 

devices communicate and collaborate to accomplish a given task. 

Due to the low cost and facility of deployment of the sensor node, WSN has a wide range of 

applications in different fields, such  as industries, health care, environment, agricultures, 

surveillance, military, etc. [2] [3] [4][5][6]. 

Since sensor nodes are usually driven by limited and irreplaceable power sources, improving the 

energy consumption efficiency in a WSN is therefore a crucial issue. That's way, using energy-

aware algorithms is greatly significant [7] [8] [9]. To prolong the network lifetime, data 

aggregation has been used to remove the data redundancy and to reduce the communication load 

[10] [11] [12] [13]. 

In each cluster, an elected node, called Cluster Head (CH), collects these data and forwards 

them to the Base Station (BS) after possibly having performed appropriate data aggregation. As 

mentioned before, the aim of aggregation is to extend the lifetime of the network by reducing 

resource consumption. The role of the cluster head turns around the nodes to ensure distribution 

of the load between nodes [14] [15] [16]. In a large-scale WSN, many researchers have proved 

that multi-hop inter-cluster communication mode is typically more energy efficient on account 

of the features of the wireless channel [17][18]. Thus, it is better to let CH collaborate to 
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transmit their data to the BS. Nevertheless, CH carries some extra workload contributed by their 

cluster members as they receive the sensed data from their cluster members, aggregate them and 

communicate it to the BS. In addition, when CH works together to transfer their data to the BS, 

the CH nearer to the BS are overloaded and tend to die much faster. Consequently, the sensing 

area becomes uncovered and the network turns partitioned. 

To solve this major problem, the proposed protocol chooses a collection of powerful relay nodes 

from the usual sensor nodes in order to reduce the energy consumption of CH and avoid 

premature death of relay CH close to the BS. 

In addition, WSN is prone to many failures, which can be classified in three types: hardware 

failures, software failures and communication failures. Faults can be categorized according to 

data: offset fault, gain fault, stuck-at fault, out of bounds, spike faults and data loss fault [19]. 

All the factors will reduce the accuracy of collected data. Therefore, the fault detection plays a 

crucial role due to sensor resources limitation. Moreover, the fault detection avoids negative 

alerts, improves the accuracy of monitoring data and reduces the overall energy consumption. 

In this work, we propose a fully distributed energy-efficient cluster-based algorithm for WSN. 

Our protocol aims to guarantee the distribution of load between nodes. In order to achieve this 

goal, we will divide the nodes into two groups: sensing and relaying nodes. The relaying nodes 

act like gateways and are responsible to relay the collected data within multiple hops to the BS. 

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents some related works. Section 3 

introduces our proposed protocol; Section 4 shows the analysis and experiment results. Finally, 

section 5 draws the conclusion. 

2. RELATED WORK 

A WSN has attracted the attention of researchers in several difficult areas in the last few years. 

Energy conservation is the most important challenge in those networks. The design of clustering 

and routing process is an important part to conserve energy in WSN and to prolong the network 

lifetime. Some clustering algorithms have been proposed in the literature to distribute load 

among nodes and to solve the energy constraint problem. 

A cluster-based routing protocol with non-uniform node distribution (EADC) has been 

introduced [20]. EADC is a competition-based algorithm, where CHs are chosen on the basis of 

the ratio between its residual energy to neighbors' average residual energy. Each CH selects the 

node with higher energy and less cluster members as relay to forward data. The CH's 

forwarding role is increased to address the imbalanced energy consumption induced by non-

uniform node distribution.. The protocol prolongs the network lifetime. EADC can achieve a 

good cluster heads distribution and balances the energy dissipation among nodes. The major 

problem is that this technique does not assure connectivity among the CH. 

In [21], an Event Clustering Routing Protocol based on Consensus (ECRPC) is proposed for 

WSN. The key concept behind ECRPC is that no message will be sent to the Base Station (BS) 

until a consensus has been reached. In order to select the next relay, a tradeoff is made between 

residual energy and link cost. In some situations, the priority is given to length relay at the 

expense of consumed energy or vice versa. 

An unequal clustering and multi-hop routing algorithm to extend the network lifetime has been 

proposed [22]. In this protocol, CH is chosen on the basis of local information i.e., the residual 

energy of neighboring nodes. To alleviate the hot spot problem, nodes are grouped into clusters 

of unequal sizes. As a result, CH nearer to the BS is predicted to have fewer cluster members. 

Therefore, less energy will be consumed during the intra-cluster communication and more 

energy recourse can be maintained for the inter-cluster relay traffic. However this idea is not 

always efficient for networks with non-uniform node distribution. 

In [23], an optimal cluster head selection based on particle swarm optimization (PSO-ECHS) 

has been introduced [23]. This approach was based on an effective scheme of particle encoding 

and objective function. The CH is chosen based on three criteria: intra-cluster communication, 
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distance to BS and residual energy of sensor nodes. In addition, each normal sensor nodes select 

its cluster head based on the derived weight function. 

In [17], an effective particle swarm optimization (PSO) based on clustering and routing 

algorithms for WSN has been proposed. The main goal of this protocol is to minimize the 

energy consumption in order to improve the network lifetime. The routing algorithm has been 

established by considering a trade-off between transmission distance and the number of hop-

count. In the data transmission process, the routing overhead of the CH is taken into 

consideration to equilibrate the energy consumption of the CH. 

In [18], a decentralized cluster-based routing algorithm is proposed. In this approach, local 

information such as residual power, distance to the BS and proximity to its neighbors are used 

to choose CH nodes. To construct a routing tree, the proposed protocol selects a next hop relay 

node with more residual energy, in a low-density area. 

An unequal clustering based on Fuzzy logic-based and a routing protocol based on an Ant 

Colony Optimization (ACO) based has also been proposed [13]. The main goal of this approach 

is to solve the hot spot problem and prolong the network lifetime. First, Fuzzy logic selects CH. 

Next, unequal clusters are formed based on residual energy, node degree and distance to BS, its 

neighbors, and center of cluster. ACO-based routing technique was used to establish an 

efficiently and reliably route from CHs to BS. 

The main goal of the aforementioned algorithms is to use the clustering technique to minimize 

and balance the energy consumption of nodes. The main advantages of clustering are: 

 facilitates the data aggregation, hence the number of unnecessary data transmissions 

will be reduced and the overall energy will be conserved, 

 simplifies the data routing process,  

 retains communication bandwidth. However, the major problem is the CH' significant 

burden, resulting in fast death of nodes. 

3 THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

In this section, the proposed Advanced Energy Efficient Clustering (AEEC) mechanism will be 

presented in detail. We suppose that the WSN consists of a BS and a set of homogeneous sensor 

nodes. These devices are randomly deployed over a sensing field. 

To simplify the network model, we adopt the following hypothesis: 

 All nodes have power control to alter the amount of transmission power. 

 BS doesn't have any energy constraints. 

 Sensor nodes are energy constrained 

 Each node has a unique identity. 

 All sensors are GPS-enabled   

Our primary objective in a cluster-based routing algorithm is to minimize the cost of 

transmitting messages by building a routing tree that covers the entire network. Since CHs 

closer to the BS relay too much data from all over the network, it may lead to the premature 

death of those CH. To avoid this problem, the proposed protocol selects a collection of powerful 

relay nodes from the normal sensor nodes and a routing tree would be constructed on elected 

relay nodes set to forward data to the BS. 

AEEC is a distributed cluster-based algorithm. The selection of relay nodes or cluster heads is 

mainly based on the residual energy.  

Let r represents a specific round and let S(r), R(r) and CH(r) denote the set of sensing nodes, the 

set of nodes selected as relaying nodes and the set of nodes selected as cluster head at the round 

r respectively. After a given number (Nb) of iterations, the current round is finished, and 

another round is began. 

 At each round, the sensing nodes S(r) are responsible for sensing data,   the cluster heads CH(r) 

are responsible for collecting the sensed data generated by the nodes of S(r) and the relaying 
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nodes R(r) are responsible for relaying the data toward the BS along the best transmission path. 

Relay nodes would be selected in such a way that the constructed route to the BS becomes 

optimal. To pick relay and CH nodes, we use local information of each node, such as residual 

energy and distance to the BS. Residual energy is an important factor to avoid the premature 

death of nodes and to distribute load among nodes. 

            
            

              
        

  

 

 

(1) 

As shown in Figure 1, the whole process is performed in four phases: Relay nodes election, CH 

election and clustering, routing phase and transmission phase. 

 

Figure 1 An overview of the proposed protocol 
3.1 Relay node election phase 

In this phase, relay nodes are selected among sensor nodes and concurrently, routing tree will be 

constructed among elected relay nodes. AEEC is a distributed and competitive algorithm. The 

election of tentative relay nodes is essentially based on residual energy. The role of relay node is 

periodically rotated among the nodes to distribute the energy consumption among nodes. The 

relaying nodes act like gateways and are responsible to relay the collected data via multiple 

hops to the BS. 
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The whole network is virtually divided into rings, and the width of each ring is Rc, 

equal to the communication radius of each node. h represents the number of rings. The 

identification of rings is from 0 to h-1. The ring near the BS is the first ring. Initially, 

each node belonging to first ring (k=0) starts relay node competition which duration is 

T. 
As well as EADC [20], each candidate relay node ri has a competition range R1. Only one final 

relay node is allowed in each competition range. 

Each tentative relay node broadcasts a CompeteRelayMsg which contains its residual energy. It 

maintains a set Srelay of its adjacent tentative relay nodes. 

Once the Srelay is created, each candidate makes a decision. If the node ri has the largest residual 

energy, it is elected as relay node and broadcasts a FinalRelayMsg message. Otherwise, it is out 

of the competition.  

Simultaneously, when the duration T is expired, only node belonging to ring (k+1) 

receives FinalRelayMsg can start relay node competition. The process will be repeated 

for all rings. This process guarantees the connectivity of the relays. 

3.2 CH selection and clustering 

This stage is divided into two phases: CH competition phase and cluster formation phase. 

3.2.1 CH competition phase 

Each node received FinalRelayMsg and it is not chosen as a relay alters its state to a 

"Tentative".  Consequently, the connectivity of cluster heads is achieved. The CH selection is 

based on the residual energy of candidate CH and its density. The role of cluster head is 

periodically rotated among the nodes to distribute the energy consumption among nodes. 

            
                                              

                  
  

(2) 

Where R(r) is the set of elected relays. 

             . The number 1 indicates that the sensor node si is connected and 0 if 

otherwise. A node is said connected                          

As well as EADC [20], each candidate CH si has a competition range R2. Only one final CH is 

permitted in each competition range. 

Each tentative CH broadcasts a CompeteHeadMsg which contains its residual energy and its 

density. It maintains a set SCH of its adjacent tentative CH. 

Once the set SCH has finished, each candidate CH makes a decision: If the node si has the 

highest weight among all candidates in its SCH, it is selected as CH and broadcasts a 

FinalHeadMsg message. Otherwise, it gives up the competition. For the tentative CH j, the 

weight is computed by the following equation: 

      
 
       

    
 

    

           
          

 
 

 

(3) 

3.2.2 Cluster formation phase 

After selection of CH, each CH will advertise a Join-Request (JREQ) message to all its neighbor 

nodes for cluster formation. Each non-CH node selects a CH based on its residual energy and 

distance to eligible CH. Eq. (4) shows this relation. 

                 
 

         
       

    
   

    
 

 

(4) 

Where α is the weighted factor,     
   

 is the residual energy of CHj and d(si,CHj) is the distance 

between the member node's si and the eligible CHj . Based on this formula, each node is 

attached to the CH with more residual energy and less distance. This is aimed at saving more 

energy at every CH and spreading load between them. 
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A Join-Acknowledgement (J-ACK) message will be sent from each non-CH node to its CH 

node to become a cluster member. After receiving J-ACK messages, each CH must maintain a 

cluster member table. It then creates a TDMA schedule for each cluster member node. 

3.3 Routing tree construction 

The objective of our algorithm is to find out an optimal route from each CH to the BS which has 

comparably lower overall energy consumption with more workload distribution. 

The following terminologies will be used in the proposed algorithm: 

1. The set of relay is denoted by R = {r1, r2,…, rK} and rK+1 indicates the BS. 

2. The set of CH is denoted by CH = {CH1,CH2, …,CHL}. 

3. Sensor node ri is deployed at point (xi, yi). For any sensor node rj deployed at (xj , yj ), 

we denote the Euclidean distance between ri and rj as d(ri, rj ). 

                 
         

  
 

(5) 

In the proposed protocol, nodes with higher residual energy will take more forwarding tasks in 

order to prolong the network lifetime. 

To construct a routing tree, each current relay node makes a decision to select the next hop 

node. In order to balance load among relay nodes for inter-network communications, a relay 

node which has smaller number of CH members is more appropriate to be chosen as a relay 

node.  Besides, relay nodes which have residual energy are better choices for taking the 

responsibility of relay in inter-cluster communications. Selecting an upper relay node with more 

residual energy leads to later death of sensor nodes. 

Each relay node (ri | ri ϵ {R U CH}) pick out the neighbor relay node rj (rj ϵ R). The node with 

larger residual energy, smaller number of relay members, smaller link cost and no further away 

from the BS will be selected as next hop. Here, we give the formula of the indicator "Cost" 

when relay node ri chooses relay node rj as its next hop. The node that has the minimum value of 

Costij will be selected as the next. The cost function is defined by equation 6: 

            
             

     
   

           
         

  

    
 

          

 
  

 

(6) 

 

     
   

                         
 

(7 

Here Eres represents the residual energy of cluster head rj Emax indicates the initial energy of 

nodes in the network. rj.members represents the number of relay members of rj and beta is a real 

value uniformly distributed in [0, 1]. F(i) defines the neighbor relay node set of i, F(i) can be 

written as follow: 
 

                               

 

(8) 

                                  
 

(9) 

We can see from the formula, the relay node with higher residual, smaller link cost and fewer 

relay members will have a small "Cost". Each relay selects the neighbor relay node with the 

smallest "Cost" as the next hop. Thus, the energy consumption is well-balanced among relay 

nodes and the transmission cost in the data forwarding process is minimized. The following 

pseudo-code gives the details of this routing algorithm. 
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Algorithm 1 Routing tree construction 

for              

    if dist(ri , BS) ≤ Rc then 

       Nexthop  BS 

    else 

       Broadcast RouteMSG 

       ri maintains a neighbour table of relay node F 

      for           

          Calculate Costij 

      end for 

      if rj has the minimum value of Cost then 

         Nexthop  rj 

         Send JoinMSG 

         Update rj.member 

     end if 

   end if 

end for 

3.4 Data transmission 

The data transmission is divided into three steps. First is intra-cluster where each cluster 

member send data to its CH. the second is to send the aggregated data to the relay nodes. The 

third is to transmit the data to BS. In data forwarding process, relay nodes work together to send 

their data to the BS. 

Every cluster member transmits the data to CH according the TDMA schedule. When all data 

are received, each CH decides whether it will send the message to base station or not. 

The node can sense and send incorrect values to its CH. To enhance the accuracy of data and 

decrease the number of erroneous messages transmitted to the BS, a consensus is required to 

generate agreement about sensor' measured data. A node will only detect an event within its 

sensing range when the measured data exceeds a predefined threshold S (Gain fault) and the 

data must not exceed a certain limit (out-bound fault). The CH will trigger an event when a 

threshold (Th) has reached [21]. 
 

 
        

(10) 

Where n is the number of nodes that detect an event and S denotes the number of nodes which 

participate in this quorum. 

 Once transfer decision is made, CH forward data to the BS along constructed routing tree.  

4 SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS 

4.1 Experiment settings and metrics 

To evaluate the proposed protocol, the same radio energy model with [24] is adopted. To 

transmit a b-bit message over a distance d, the energy consumed is calculated using following 

equations: 
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And the energy for receiving a b-bit message is estimated through formula 13: 
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In this experiment, N sensor nodes are randomly deployed in a sensing field of 200 m x 200 m 

square area. The simulation parameters are given in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Simulation Parameters. 

Parameters Values 

Network Field 200 x 200 

BS location (200, 100) 

N 400 

Ee 50 nJ/bit 

Efriss-amp 10pJ/bit/m
2
 

Etwo-ray-amp 0.0013pJ/Bit/m
4
 

Dc 87 

Data packet size 50 Bytes 

Initial Energy of sensor E0 0.5 J 

 

In this paper, the performance our protocol will be evaluated for the following metrics: First 

Node Dies (FND) and Half of the Nodes Alive (HNA). If a node's residual energy is less than 

the value required for the transmission task, it is considered "dead". 

4.2 AEEC without fault detection 

AEEC is compared with an energy-aware clustering algorithm (EADC) and Energy-Efficient 

Unequal Clustering (EEUC).  

  We set R1 from 40 to 80 and R2 from 40 to 80. Then, we run AEEC. The variation of network 

lifetime along with the variation R1 and R2 is shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2. Network lifetime under R1 and R2 variation. 

Results show that network lifetime reach the optimal point when R1 = 50 and R2 = 50. 

The proposed algorithm could achieve well distribution of CHs and relay node in the whole 

network. The well distribution of cluster heads and relay nodes over the sensing field is 

accomplished using the competition radius mechanism. 

We set alpha from 0.0 to 1.0, beta from 0.0 to 1.0, R1=50 and R2=50. Then, we run AEEC. The 

variation of network lifetime along with the variation of Alpha and Beta is shown in Figure 3. 

Results show that network lifetime reach the optimal point when Alpha = 0.2 and Beta = 0.6. 
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Figure 3. Network lifetime under Alpha and Beta variation. 
Simulations above that compare AEEC with an energy-aware clustering algorithm (EADC) and 

Energy-Efficient Unequal Clustering (EEUC) prove that we can reach the optimal point when 

R1=50, R2=50 Alpha = 0.2 and Beta = 0.6.   

The selection of cluster heads is based on remaining energy of nodes and distance. Therefore, 

the intra-cluster communication cost will be minimized and the energy consumption among CH 

will be more balanced. In addition, to reduce imbalance of energy consumption among relay 

nodes, a trade-off should be made between the three criteria of link cost, residual energy and 

relay members.  

Table 2 gives an overview of the percentage of CHs and the average of energy consumed by CH 

in 200 randomly selected rounds for EADC, EEUC and the proposed AEEC method. 

Table 2 Percentage of CH and energy consumed 

EADC EEUC AEEC 

CH (%) Energy (J) CH (%) Energy (J) CH (%) Energy (J) Relay (%) Energy (J) 

4 0.104 3 0.093 3 0.084 2 0.008 

 

Figure 4 Variance of energy consumed by CH. 

As shown in Table 2 and Figure 4, the energy consumption by CH of the proposed protocol is 

less than that of EADC and EEUC. In EADC and EEUC, CH carries some extra workload 

contributed by their cluster members as they receive the sensed data from their cluster members, 

aggregate them and communicate it to the BS. Thus, CH consumes more energy during message 

transmission to BS. To avoid this problem, the proposed protocol selects a collection of 

powerful relay nodes from the normal sensor nodes and a routing tree would be constructed on 

elected relay nodes set to forward data to the BS. In the proposed protocol, the energy 
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consumption among nodes is more balanced. Thus, AEEC avoids premature death of relay CH 

close to the BS. 

Figure 5 illustrates the comparison between EADC, EEUC and AEEC in term of network 

lifetime. As shown in Figure 5, FND is reached later under AEEC (1040 rounds) than under 

EADC (795 rounds) and under EEUC (972 rounds). Moreover, HND is reached later under 

AEEC (1067 rounds) than under EADC (1028 rounds) and under EEUC (1057 rounds). 

 

Figure 5 Network lifetime 

Figure 6 illustrates the number of nodes still alive in each round. As shown in Figures 5 and 6, 

in the proposed protocol, the energy consumption is more balanced. Therefore, AEEC gives 

better performances than EADC and EEUC in extending the network lifetime. AEEC 

overcomes the imbalance energy consumption problem by distributing tasks among nodes. 

 

Figure 6 Network lifetime 
According to the simulation above, we can conclude that AEEC can avoid the premature death 

of nodes closer to the BS and prolong the network lifetime significantly. 

4.3 AEEC with fault detection 

In this network, N sensors are deployed to continuously detect events. Events are randomly 

distributed throughout the entire network. It is assumed that every node will continuously sense 

and send the data to its CH. Next, the decision function will be executed at cluster heads to 

detect faulty data. The CH does not send any data unless there is a consensus about it.  

Our approach is evaluated where faults are essentially gained and out of bounds fault.  
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We introduced a set of random faults for each iteration. We executed the proposed algorithm by 

varying the rates of faults from 5% to 25% and Threshold (Th) from 0.51to 0.67. As shown in 

Figure 7, when the probability of faults increases, the rate of detection decreases and there will 

be more risks of faulty data forwarded to a base station. 

 
Figure 7 Detection rate 

In this experiment, we set the probability of fault to 5% and Th to 0.51. Figure 8 shows the 

comparison between AEEC and I-AEEC with fault detection in term of number of erroneous 

messages sent to base station. As shown in this figure, the number of transmissions is reduced 

and thus incorrect and costly actions are minimized. As a result, the consumed energy is 

minimized; therefore the network lifetime will be enhanced. 

 
Figure 8 Number of erroneous messages sent to BS 

 
Based on simulations tested above, in data transmission, a consensus is required to generate 

agreement about sensor measurements. Consequently, our algorithm (I-AEEC) minimizes the 

number of erroneous messages transmitted. Thus, data accuracy is enhanced. 

5 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an energy-efficient protocol called AEEC is presented. The proposed protocol 

improves the energy efficiency and the distribution of CH nodes across the network. In order to 

avoid the long-haul communication links and imbalanced energy consumption between CH, the 
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proposed protocol selects a collection of powerful relay nodes from the normal sensor nodes 

and a routing tree would be constructed on elected relay nodes set to forward data to the BS. 

To minimize negative alerts and incorrect actions, an approach of fault detection based on a 

consensus is developed: a threshold of credibility tries to minimize the number of erroneous 

transmissions and therefore, considerable energy conservation is attained. 

The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm performs better than the associated 

algorithm in terms of overall energy consumption, network lifetime and data accuracy.  

Based on relevant results obtained during this work, for the coming works, we will 

experimentally evaluate and verify in real deployment scenarios. 
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